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A NEW CRITICO-PRACTICAL COMPLETE EDITION of BACH'S ORGAN WORKS by CH-MARIE WIDOR and DR. ALBERT SCHWEITZER

Price, each volume, Paper $2.00 net, Cloth 3.00

This complete edition of BACH'S ORGAN WORKS is an achievement of monumental character. For the first time, the principles—the interpretation—of these works are elucidated; for the first time, two artists are associated for the purpose of explaining the performance of the several compositions in the light of their nature consideration and long experience. The publication of this work is, therefore, an event in the history of organ playing, and this not merely in content, but likewise in form.

The complete edition will consist of eight volumes, each containing upwards of one hundred pages of music, besides the voluminous prefatory matter. All volumes are in the convenient oblong shape, clearly and accurately engraved and adequately spaced, without being so needlessly spread as to necessitate too frequent turning of leaves.

Volume V is now ready for distribution—the remaining three will appear within a year of the present date.

VOL. I. PRELUDES AND FUGUES OF THE YOUTHFUL PERIOD
VOL. II. PRELUDES AND FUGUES OF THE FIRST MASTER-PERIOD
VOL. III. PRELUDES AND FUGUES OF THE MATURE MASTER-PERIOD (Part 1)
VOL. IV. PRELUDES AND FUGUES OF THE MATURE MASTER-PERIOD (Part 2)
VOL. V. ORGAN CONCERTOS AND ORGAN SONATAS
VOL. VI. CHORALE-PRELUDIES (YOUTHFUL WORKS); CHORALE-FUGIETTAS; SHORT CHORALE-FANTASIAS; PARTITAS (CHORALE-VARIATIONS); HARMONIZATION OF CHORALES
VOL. VII. CHORALE-PRELUDIES IN THE "ORGELBÜCHLEIN"; CHORALE-PRELUDIES AND THE LONGER CHORALE-FANTASIAS; THE SIX CHORALES IN TRIO-FORM
VOL. VIII. SONGS IN THE CATECHISM (Part 3 of the "CLAVIERÜBUNG"). THE "EIGHTEEN CHORALES"

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER (In advance of publication)
Complete Edition (eight volumes) Paper, $9.00 postpaid (Regular Price $16.00)
Complete Edition (eight volumes) Cloth, 15.00 postpaid (Regular Price $24.00)

PAYABLE ON DELIVERY OF EACH VOLUME

No ambitious, ambitious and conscientious organist can afford to do without it even though he may already own the works of Bach in some other edition.
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